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The Basics

ur interlocking ribbed grid surface ensures precision
stamping because all images line up perfectly. Choose
from a selection of interchangeable fonts, borders and centers.  
Stamp designs have a matching interlocking rib which securely
locks into place in the grid system on the wooden stamper.

Getting Started
• Assemble your stamping image by simply
snapping your border into place by holding
it on the mount with one finger as your
other finger pushes the border into the
border groove.
• Choose the center you want to coordinate
with your border and snap into place.
• Start at the bottom of the grid and gently
snap the rib into the groove, working your
way to the top by moving your fingers up
the image.
• Choose a predesigned center while
customizing the outer border with your
own message. Or use our predesigned
border and create your own center
message.
• Use our font collection to create
custom stamping phrases for cards and
scrapbooking.

Color Coding
The rubber grid on the wooden
stamper is color coded to match the
color rubber of the coordinating size
designer centers and borders stamps.
The exception to the rule: Our
Fonts come in different colors too
but you can use any font on any size  

stamper. Font is interchangeable with
all our products. Our 1 3/16” stamper
is the only one that does not accept
95 pt. font. We have given each of our
typefaces a color so that it is easier to
put away your letters once you have
used them.

www.JustRiteStampers.com

Gray
1 3/16”  Round Stamper
Purple 1 5/8”  Round Stamper
designer centers and borders
2”  Round Stamper is also purple
it accepts all the 1 5/8” product
Pink
2 3/8”  Round Stamper
1 ¾” x 2 5/16”  Oval Stamper
Teal
3 1/4”  Round Stamper
2 1/4” x 3 1/16”  Oval Stamper

